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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 326 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.7in.Which reality would you choose Seventeen
year-old Emilys dad is in prison for securities fraud and her moms strung-out on pain meds, leaving
Emily to parent herself and her younger brothers and sister. Shes got things mostly under control
until a couple weeks before Dads release, when voices start whispering in her head, and Gabe, the
hot lifeguard at the pool, notices the strange brands engraved on her arm. . . the ones shes trying
desperately to hide. Emily doesnt know how the symbols got there or what they mean. They
appeared overnight and now theyre infected and bleeding. Shes pretty sure shes losing her mind.
Stress, insomnia, and her wounded egos drive Emily to self-medicate, which has to be why the
nightmares from her childhood have resurfaced, why theyre commandeering her conscious even
when shes awake. It has to be why the fairytale creatures she created as a little girl insist they need
her help. Triggered by the return of her childhood abuser and unable to cope with reality, Emily
slips completely inside her elaborate fantasy world. Shes powerful...
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.
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